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How To Leave Feedback On
After you make a purchase, we'll remind you via email to leave feedback for your seller. You can
also leave feedback through your purchase history - opens in new window or tab. If you haven't
already, you'll see the option to leave feedback. You can then: Select an overall feedback rating –
positive, neutral, or negative
Leaving feedback for sellers | eBay
Leave Third-Party Seller Feedback Do one of the following: Go to http://www.amazon.com/feedback
Go to Your Orders, and then click Leave Seller Feedback. Find your order, and then select the
options that best reflect your experience. Click Submit Feedback.
Amazon.com Help: Leave Seller Feedback
To leave feedback for a seller, follow these steps: Enter the required information. Note that your
item number is usually filled in,... Choose whether you want your feedback to be positive, negative,
or neutral. Type your feedback comment. Fill in your star ratings by clicking the stars next to ...
How to Leave Feedback for an eBay Seller - dummies
Share your experience with the seller! To leave feedback for a seller, head to your Purchases and
select 'More Order Actions': After selecting 'More Order Actions', the option to leave feedback will
become readily available: The ability to leave feedback goes away after 45 days. Be sure to leave
feedback soon after the transaction has been ...
How do I leave feedback for a seller? – Help Center Home
Step 1, Go to Amazon and navigate to 'Your Orders. 'Step 2, Find the order that you'd like to leave
Packaging Feedback on, and click the button. Once you click this, it'll take you to a page where you
can leave Packaging Feedback on any eligible item.Step 3, Click 'Leave Packaging Feedback. '
How to Leave Packaging Feedback on Amazon - wikiHow
How to Leave Seller Feedback on Amazon - Steps Receive an Amazon Marketplace order at your
mailing address, visit the Amazon account and log in. Find the link to leaving the seller feedback.
Find the order you wish to leave the seller feedback on. Hover over a star rating and click on the
star ...
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